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Executive Summary 
 

• The accumulation of wealth through private pension plans plays a critical role in 
all models of retirement behavior and the financial security of the elderly.   

 
• Many household surveys used for the study of labor force participation of older 

workers and retirement saving provide detailed information on pensions from two 
sources: self-reported (from the employment sections of the survey) and firm-
reported from matched Summary Plan Descriptions (SPD), the legal description 
of the pension plan.  Recognition of the importance of the firm-reported 
information in modeling behavior has grown in the research and policy 
community.   

 
• This analysis uses a newly developed pension benefit program, entitled the 

DC/401(k) Calculator, designed for use with the 1992 Health and Retirement 
Study, to construct new, more accurate estimates of DC plan balances and present 
values for HRS participants for whom the HRS was able to obtain an SPD.   

 
• Pension wealth from 401(k) saving (and accrued earnings thereon) comprises half 

of DC pension wealth calculated from the sample of matched SPDs in the HRS.   
 

• The DC/401(k) Calculator yields dramatically lower mean estimates of DC 
pension wealth for HRS participants than previous estimates.  In particular, DC 
pension wealth is calculated to be as much as 20-25 percent less when using a less 
restrictive set of modeling assumptions and arguably better input data, and wealth 
in 401(k)-type pension plans is as much as 40-50 percent less.   

 
• Most of the reduction in estimated DC wealth occurs in the upper portion of the 

pension-wealth distribution.  The previous estimates actually understate DC 
wealth in the middle of the pension-wealth distribution.   

 
• These results suggest that previous analyses that have used HRS DC pension 

wealth created from the matched SPD data have overstated retirement wealth 
adequacy among HRS participants.   
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Abstract 

 
This project uses a newly developed defined contribution (DC) pension wealth calculator 
to generate new estimates of DC pension wealth for individuals in the Health and 
Retirement Study (HRS) with employer-provided pension Summary Plan Descriptions 
(SPD).  There are four primary findings.  First, pension wealth from voluntary saving 
(and accrued earnings thereon) comprises half of DC pension wealth calculated from the 
sample of matched SPDs in the HRS.  Second, the DC/401(k) Calculator yields 
dramatically lower mean estimates of DC pension wealth for HRS participants than the 
Pension Estimation Program.  In particular, DC pension wealth is calculated to be as 
much as 20-25 percent less when using an increase in the number of modeling 
assumptions offered to the user and arguably better input data, and wealth in 401(k)-type 
pension plans is implied to be as much as 40-50 percent less.  Third, most of the 
reduction in estimated DC wealth occurs in the upper portion of the pension-wealth 
distribution.  Fourth, the Pension Estimation Program actually understates DC wealth in 
the middle of the pension-wealth distribution.  These results suggest that previous 
analyses that have used HRS pension wealth created from the matched SPD data have 
overstated retirement wealth adequacy among HRS participants.   
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The accumulation of wealth through private pension plans plays a critical role in 

all models of retirement behavior and the financial security of the elderly.  Indeed, it has 

been at the center of the explosion of research on retirement wealth adequacy, including 

Bernheim (1997, 2000), Engen, Gale, and Uccello (1999), Gustman, Mitchell, 

Steinmeier, and Samwick (1999), Gustman and Steinmeier (1999a, 1999b, 1999c, 2000a, 

2000b), Lusardi (1999), Mitchell and Moore (1998, 2000), Poterba, Venti, and Wise 

(1998), Samwick and Skinner (2001), Venti and Wise (1997).  Many household surveys 

used for the study of labor force participation and retirement saving more broadly and in 

these studies more specifically, such as the Health and Retirement Study (HRS), Survey 

of Consumer Finances (SCF), Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), and the National 

Longitudinal Study of Mature Women (NLS-MW), provide detailed information on 

pensions from two sources: self-reported (from the employment sections of the survey) 

and firm-reported from matched Summary Plan Descriptions (SPD), the legal description 

of the pension plan.  However, comparisons of self- with firm-reported pension wealth 

and plan characteristics by Mitchell (1988), Starr-McCluer and Sunden (1999), Johnson, 

Sambamoorthi, and Crystal (2000), Gustman and Steinmeier (1999b), Rohwedder 

(2003a, 2003b), and Engelhardt (2001) have indicated there is substantial measurement 

error in self-reported data in the HRS and SCF.   As a result, recognition of the 

importance of the firm-reported information in modeling behavior has grown in the 

research and policy community.   

The primary research tool for the use of the firm-reported pension information in 

the HRS, SCF, and NLS-MW is the Pension Estimation Program written by researchers 

at the University of Michigan.  When the original program was written in the mid-1980s, 
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the pension landscape was dominated by traditional defined benefit (DB) plans.  The 

Program is well suited for the study of those plans.  Since then, there has been a dramatic 

shift toward defined contribution (DC) plans and, especially, contributory plans such as 

401(k)s.  As I describe below, the Program was not designed with DC and 401(k) plans 

in mind, and it has serious shortcomings for the analysis of these plans, now the dominant 

form of retirement saving.  

The primary aim of this analysis is to use a newly developed pension benefit 

program, entitled the DC/401(k) Calculator, designed for use with the 1992 HRS, to 

construct new, more accurate estimates of DC plan balances and present values for HRS 

participants for whom the HRS was able to obtain an SPD.  In doing so, I highlight the 

economic assumptions implicit in the Pension Estimation Program’s calculations of DC 

pension wealth.  I then explain how the DC/401(k) Calculator was constructed so as to 

allow the researcher substantially more flexibility in modeling DC plans.  I end with a 

sensitivity analysis of DC plan balances and present values for HRS participants under a 

variety of modeling assumptions.   

There are four primary findings.  First, pension wealth from voluntary saving (and 

accrued earnings thereon) comprises half of DC pension wealth calculated from the 

sample of matched SPDs in the HRS.  Second, the DC/401(k) Calculator yields 

dramatically lower mean estimates of DC pension wealth for HRS participants than the 

Pension Estimation Program.  In particular, DC pension wealth is calculated to be as 

much as 20-25 percent less when using a less restrictive set of modeling assumptions and 

arguably better input data, and wealth in 401(k)-type pension plans is implied to be as 

much as 40-50 percent less.  Third, most of the reduction in estimated DC wealth occurs 
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in the upper portion of the pension-wealth distribution.  Fourth, the Pension Estimation 

Program actually understates DC wealth in the middle of the pension-wealth distribution.  

These results suggest that previous analyses that have used HRS pension wealth created 

from the matched SPD data have overstated retirement wealth adequacy among HRS 

participants.   

This report is organized as follows.  Section 1 provides background on trends in 

pensions and the HRS data. Section 2 is a general overview of the University of 

Michigan’s Pension Estimation Program, whereas section 3 discusses the specific 

economic assumptions used in the pension-wealth calculations made by the Program.  

Section 4 is an overview of the newly developed DC/401(k) Calculator.  The manner in 

which the Calculator uses the HRS W-2 Data to measure voluntary contributions is 

described in section 5.  The baseline estimates of DC pension wealth are presented in 

section 6, and the sensitivity analysis is presented in section 7. There is a brief 

conclusion.   

 
1. Background 

In the last two decades, there has been a dramatic shift in the pension landscape 

away from traditional DB plans toward DC plans (Kruse 1995; Ippolito 1995, 2000; 

Gustman and Steinmeier 1992; Papke 1995; Clark and McDermed 1990; Friedberg 2001; 

Friedberg and Owyang 2002).  DB plans base benefits on a function of age, years of 

service, and a measure of pay (usually career average, final pay, or pay averaged over the 

years just prior to retirement).  By defining the benefit, the risk of funding the plan is 

borne by the employer.  From the employee’s perspective, the plan’s risk stems from 

possible job loss before qualifying for early or normal retirement benefits and wage 
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variation (Lazear 1986; Lumsdaine and Mitchell 1999; Samwick 1993).  In contrast, DC 

plans do not guarantee a benefit, but have less funding risk.  (Profit-sharing plans are 

technically defined contribution plans and have funding risk related to the profit stream 

of the firm.)   However, the employee bears significantly higher benefit risk, because the 

benefits depend upon the rates of return the employee gets on the accumulated funds, 

something many older workers have found particularly painful with the recent decline in 

stock market returns. 

As illustrated in Figure 1, the most dramatic development within defined 

contributions plans has been the rise in prominence of 401(k)-type pension arrangements.  

Specifically, 401(k)-type pension arrangements are defined contribution plans and are a 

subset of Cash or Deferred Arrangements (CODAs). Legally, the term “401(k)” refers to 

defined contribution plans qualified under section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code 

(IRC).  However, researchers, policy makers, and the media frequently use this term 

loosely to describe plans that offer elective employee pre-tax contributions based on 

salary reduction.  The array of plans with this feature is remarkably broad.  For example, 

savings or thrift plans that allow pre-tax contributions from salary reduction must follow 

rules for 401(k)s.  The same applies to profit-sharing plans.  Qualified nonprofit 

organizations and public school systems can sponsor elective tax-deferred savings plans 

under section 403(b) of the IRC.  Essentially, 403(b)s operate like 401(k)s; however, 

403(b)s have different annual federal maximum contribution levels than 401(k)s.  Plans 

for state and local government employees qualified under section 457 of the IRC also 

have 401(k)-type features. 
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Their distinguishing feature is they allow employees to make elective 

contributions on a pre-tax basis, funded by a reduction in the employee’s salary.   Hence, 

they are referred to frequently as Salary Reduction Arrangements (SRA’s).  The 

employer may contribute as well, often matching a pre-determined fraction of the 

employee’s elective contribution.  The typical match is 50 percent of employee 

contributions up to 6 percent of wages and salary.   The account funds accrue at the pre-

tax interest rate and are taxed as ordinary income at withdrawal.  Because 401(k)s are 

defined contributions plans, workers bear the rate-of-return risk.  In addition, because the 

bulk of wealth accumulation through 401(k)s is through voluntary contributions, 

researchers and policy makers have given substantial attention to whether voluntary 

401(k) saving is adequate to fund retirement needs (Poterba, Venti, and Wise 1996, 

1998a, 1998b; Venti and Wise, 1997; Engen and Gale 2000; Engen, Gale, and Ucello 

1999; Gale and Sabelhaus 1999).   

By any standard, 401(k)s have become a pillar of retirement saving in the United 

States. Although enabled by legislation in 1978, 401(k)s effectively were not adopted 

until the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) issued clarifying rules on their use in 1981.  

Since then, they have grown remarkably and become the primary vehicle for retirement 

saving.  In 1997, 36 percent of all private pension assets, 36 percent of all pension plans, 

and 48 percent of all active pension participants were in 401(k)s.  The $116 billion in 

401(k) contributions represented 65 percent of all pension contributions and 46 percent of 

National Income and Product Account (NIPA) personal saving that year.  Benefits paid 

from 401(k)s represented 40 percent of total pension benefits disbursed (U.S. Department 
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of Labor 2001).  I refer to “voluntary contributions,” “voluntary saving,” and  “401(k) 

saving” synonymously in what follows.   

  Detailed descriptions, discussion, and background information on the structure of 

the HRS can be found in Moon and Juster (1995), Smith (1995), Gustman and Steinmeier 

(1999a, 1999b), and Gustman, Mitchell, Samwick, and Steinmeier (1999).  Questions on 

pensions on the current job were posed to respondents and spouses in Section F in wave 1 

of the HRS.  Individuals were asked first if they were included in a pension, retirement, 

or tax-deferred savings plan.  If the individual answered “yes,” then detailed questions 

followed about each plan for that job, up to 3 plans.  This self-reported information 

included the type of plan, e.g., formula-based (DB), account-based (DC), or combination.  

In addition, questions were asked about the number of years included in the plan, the 

amount of the employer contribution, the amount of the employee contribution, and the 

balance in the plan.  If the individual had more than three plans on the current job, then 

the sum of the balances on the fourth and higher plans was asked as well.  Those with a 

DC plan were asked to identify the type: thrift or savings; 401(k)/403(b)/SRA; profit-

sharing; stock purchase/employee stock ownership (ESOP); and, other. The answers to 

these questions allow for the calculation of self-reported pension assets (including 401(k) 

assets) on current and past jobs for HRS individuals in 1992, the calendar year for wave 

1.  Pension assets are the present value of the household’s claims to assets in defined 

benefit and defined contribution plans and the present value of any annuitized pensions. 

For example, Venti and Wise (1997) have done these calculations for all HRS 

individuals, with imputations for those with missing values for key pension variables.  

The Venti-Wise self-reported pension asset values have been used by many researchers.   
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The primary advantage of self-reported assets is that they represent what the 

household believed its pension entitlement to have been.  To the extent that forward-

looking models of saving behavior are based on expectations, self-reported pension assets 

are an appropriate measure [Gale (1995, 1998), Lusardi (1999), Feldstein (1978)].  

However, there are important reasons to believe there might be substantial measurement 

error in self-reported pension information.  First, individuals may have reported their 

pension plan type incorrectly. This could have happened for a number of reasons: 

someone with a DB reported a DC plan (or vice versa); someone with a non-401(k) DC 

plan reported a 401(k); someone with a DB and 401(k) plan reported just the DB plan, 

etc.  Second, even if individuals correctly identified the plan type, they may not have 

reported plan values accurately.  This may have been especially severe for DB plans, 

which, as described above, rely on sometimes complicated formulas based on salary, age, 

years of service, early and normal retirement dates, etc., of which the individual may not 

be well aware. Even small errors in reporting the early and normal retirement dates can 

change the implied accrual profile and present value calculation dramatically.  In 

principle, participants in DC plans, such as 401(k)s, may have had better knowledge of 

their account balances, and, hence, less reporting error for plan values.   In addition, 

measurement error in reported plan type, almost surely is correlated highly with error in 

reported plan value.  Finally, the information on which self-reported pension assets are 

based contains many missing values that ultimately must be imputed, if large, 

representative samples of HRS respondents are to be used.  Specifically, Venti and Wise 

(1997) reported almost 40 percent of HRS households had to have had at least one piece 

of information imputed in order to construct their measure of self-reported pension 
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wealth.  Such imputations result in additional measurement error. Gustman and 

Steinmeier (1999c), Johnson, Sambamoorthi, and Crystal (2000), and Engelhardt (2001) 

provided extensive analyses of pension measurement error in the HRS.  Mitchell (1988) 

and Starr-McCluer and Sunden (1999) have analyzed measurement error in the 1983 and 

1989 SCF. 

The primary research tool for the use of the firm-reported pension information in 

the HRS, SCF, and NLS-MW is the Pension Estimation Program written by researchers 

at the University of Michigan.  When the original program was written in the mid-1980s, 

the pension landscape was dominated by traditional DB plans.  The Program is well 

suited for the study of those plans.  Since then there has been a dramatic shift toward DC 

plans and, especially, contributory plans such as 401(k)s.  As I describe in detail below, 

the Program was not designed with DC and 401(k) plans in mind, and it has serious 

shortcomings for the analysis of these plans, which are now the dominant form of 

retirement saving.  In addition, the Program is written in Borland PASCAL programming 

language, which is so old that few researchers know it and it is no longer commercially 

available.   

 

2. Overview of the University of Michigan’s Pension Estimation Program 

To understand the range of capabilities of the DC/401(k) Pension Calculator, it is 

useful to consider first the basic features of the most recent version of University of 

Michigan’s PASCAL Pension Estimation Program (Version 6B) that currently runs on 

the SCF, HRS, and NLS-MW matched pension plan datasets.1  In what follows, I do not 

                                                 
1 Pension Estimation Program  Rewrite (PEPR) Project at the HRS seeks to rewrite the Pension Estimation 
Program in Microsoft Visual Studio .NET.  A preliminary version of that program exists, but became 
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describe the many PASCAL modules and files in the Program.  Rather, I describe the 

conceptual design of the Program and the economic input data.  Detailed descriptions of 

the Program and the data can be found at http://hrsonline.isr.umich.edu/rda/reslis.htm 

and in the users’ guide to the Pension Estimation Program is particularly useful (Curtin, 

Lamkin, Peticolas, and Steinmeier, 1998), including descriptions of the compiling 

procedures.    

Conceptually, the Program uses three input files of economic data, as illustrated 

in Figure 2.  The program has two stages.  In the first stage, the plan characteristics in the 

Pension Plan Data file (an ASCII file) are read and used to create a procedure for each 

plan.  The Pension Plan Data file is part of the restricted-access HRS Wave 1 Pension 

Plan Detail Data Set, Version 1.0 and contains all characteristics of the plan, for DB and 

DC plans.  These characteristics have been coded into 3,927 variables that allow for the 

mathematical expression of the plan characteristics.  

The Participant Data file is also part of the restricted-access HRS Wave 1 Pension 

Plan Detail Data Set, Version 1.0.  It contains worker-specific information needed for the 

calculations: case identification number (this is the caseid, uniquely assigned to each 

respondent by the HRS in wave 1), pension plan coding identification and sequence 

numbers (uniquely assigned to each plan by the HRS) to all of the plans for which the 

person is eligible, respondent-reported employment hire date, employment quit date, 

respondent birth date, gender, annual hours, annual wage and salary level, and 

contribution rate to voluntary plans such as 401(k)s, among others.  Importantly, the 

Participant Data file links people to plans.   

                                                                                                                                                 
available too late so that it has not been incorporated into this analysis.  The relationship between the 
DC/401(k) Pension Calculator and the Microsoft Visual Studio.NET version of  the Pension Estimation 
Program will be discussed below in context. 
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Given a set of individual characteristics in the Participant Data file (an ASCII 

file) and economic assumptions detailed in the Parameter File (an ASCII file), such as 

the real interest rate, economy-wide annual real wage growth, the real growth rate of the 

Social Security wage base, inflation rate, the calendar year in which the present value is 

expressed, etc., the Program is designed (when compiled) in the second stage to calculate 

the present value of future pension entitlements, annual benefits, and accrual profiles 

under three operating modes.  Mode 1 calculates the present value of entitlements and 

annual benefits for each person-plan combination specified in the Participant Data file.    

Mode 2 calculates the present value of the entitlement for a single worker in multiple 

plans.  For example, this mode allows the researcher to examine differences in generosity 

across plans for a worker with a fixed set of characteristics.   Mode 2 is ideally suited for 

simulation analysis.   Mode 3 is similar to Mode 1 in that it calculates the present value of 

entitlements and annual benefits for each person-plan combination, but it does so for each 

potential year of separation from the firm.  That is, Mode 3 outputs a time-series of the 

present value of entitlements and annual benefits for each person-plan combination.  This 

allows for the construction of measures of accrual, back loading, and option, premium, 

and peak values used in retirement studies.  For each of these modes, output is written to 

ASCII files. 

For the 1992 HRS, the Pension Estimation Program and its output are designed to 

be used by three different levels of users.  For the typical researcher, who wants the 

present value of the pension entitlement as a measure of pension wealth (either as a 

dependent or explanatory variable) but does not need to use the Program heavily (i.e., 

most researchers), the HRS created the 1992 HRS Pension (Level 1) Present Value 
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Database (v. 1.0).  It gives both vested and non-vested present values for each participant 

and plan under nine different economic scenarios and at three different retirement ages 

(run under Mode 1). This dataset is publicly available.  It can be used with the public-

release waves of the HRS, but there may be restrictions on merging. For the mid-level 

user (Level 2) wishing to construct measures of accrual, back loading, peak, premium, 

and option values, simulations, and present values under parameterizations other than 

those in the Level 1 Database, the Participant Data and Parameter files can be modified 

accordingly and the compiled version of the program can be executed.  Level 3 is for the 

most sophisticated users who wish to modify the PASCAL code and re-compile the 

program to meet their research needs. Based on the HRS/AHEAD dynamic bibliography, 

there have been over 60 papers written using pension information in the 1992 HRS, 

though most of those have used the self-reported data or the Present Value Database.  

Many fewer papers have been written using Level 2 and still fewer using Level 3.   

 

3. Economic Assumptions Underlying the Pension Estimation Program 

There are a number of explicit and implicit assumptions that underlie the pension 

entitlement calculations for DC plans in the Pension Estimation Program.  The 

DC/401(k) Pension Calculator is designed to allow the researcher to move away from 

those assumptions should the researcher want more flexibility in how entitlements are 

calculated.  Some of these assumptions concern the use of the default Participant Data 

file.  It is important to note that the researcher is not required to use the default 

Participant Data file.  When using Levels 2 or 3 of the PASCAL version of the Program, 

the user may modify the Participant Data file as seen fit.  However, potential issues with 
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the default Participant Data file are highlighted because it was used in the construction 

of the Pension Present Value Database (Level 1) Dataset that has been used by many 

researchers.  It also should be emphasized that the researcher always has the option of 

modifying the PASCAL (or Microsoft Visual Studio.NET) code for the Program to 

incorporate more flexible modeling strategies to address the assumptions discussed 

below.  The Calculator just makes flexibility easier for the typical researcher.   In 

general, in the remainder of this guide, references to the Program mean the PASCAL 

compiled (Level 2) version.  

a. The Length of Eligibility for the Plan 

As background, the SPD provides a legal description of the plan at the time the 

plan is collected in the Pension Provider Survey (PPS).  For the 1992 HRS, collection 

occurred in 1992 and, in some cases, 1993 and 1994.  When the SPDs were electronically 

coded, the source of the SPD, the effective date of the plan, and the effective date of the 

last amendment of the plan were coded and appear in the Pension Plan Data file.   The 

Pension Estimation Program does not incorporate these dates when calculating DC 

pension wealth.  Instead, the Program assumes that the respondent was eligible for the 

plan since the date of hire.  The potential impact of this assumption depends upon the 

application.  But for many research questions involving DC plans, the timing of when the 

plan was first available to the participant is likely to be of great importance for 

calculating pension measures.   

For example, 401(k)s were not enacted until 1978 and effectively were not 

adopted until after 1981, when the IRS issued clarifying regulations for these plans; 

hence, 1982 may be taken as the de facto earliest year of introduction of 401(k)s. By 
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ignoring the effective date of the plan and assuming that the participant was eligible for a 

401(k) plan since the date of hire, 401(k) pension wealth may be overstated by the 

Pension Estimation Program for a participant who was employed at that firm for a 

substantial period of time prior to the effective date of the plan, or even 1982, the de facto 

starting year for the adoption of 401(k)s, because the participant would be credited with 

voluntary contributions by the Program, even for years in which the 401(k) was not 

available.  Furthermore, not all voluntary pre-tax saving options in the HRS SPDs were 

available in 1982: most of the matched SPDs indicate that their 401(k) saving options 

were adopted in the mid- to late- 1980s.  This is consistent with the trend in Figure 1. 

 The effective and amendment dates from the SPDs were not used in the Pension 

Estimation Program because the key implicit assumption was that any plan observed to 

have been become effective in a particular calendar year replaced another plan of equal 

generosity at that employer.   That is, the Program implicitly assumes 100 percent 

substitution of DC plans for other plans and acts as if there was continuous pension 

coverage since the date of hire in the current plan.  Again, whether this assumption makes 

sense for a modeling strategy depends on the research question.  It also should be noted 

that the extent to which DC plans, and 401(k)s, in particular, have substituted for existing 

pension plans is major point of debate in the pension literature.   
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b. Rates of Return 

When calculating the present value of entitlements for DC plans with the Pension 

Estimation Program, the user chooses in the Parameter file the rate of return to use, and 

then the Program assumes for the pension calculations that the real rate of return is 

common across individuals and time-invariant.   

For example, the 1992 HRS Pension (Level 1) Present Value Database (v.1.0) 

gives present values for each participant and plan under nine economic scenarios. 

Scenario 1 represents the baseline calculation in which the real rate of return is assumed 

to be 2.3 percent, which was the Social Security Administration’s intermediate forecast in 

that year.   This means that the pension calculations for this scenario assumed that the 

real rate of return was always and forever will be 2.3 percent and was commonly 

experienced by all participants.  The potential impact of this assumption depends upon 

the application.   

Ex post real rates of return have varied substantially over time.  Table 1 shows the 

annual rate of inflation and the real rates of return for the twenty years prior to the 1992 

HRS.  Column 1 shows the inflation rate and columns 2-4 show the real return on three 

portfolios: 100 percent large-company stocks, 100 percent corporate bonds, and a 50 

percent-50 percent mix of stocks and bonds, respectively.  The mean 1972-1991 real 

return for the portfolio of bonds in column 3 is 2.6 percent, quite close to the 2.3 percent 

assumed in Scenario 1.  However, there was substantial variation around that mean in this 

period, with returns ranging from -16.8 percent in 1979 to 31.6 percent in 1982.  In 

principle, for any given across-period mean return, the DC balance at the end of that 

period will not be independent of the path of returns; i.e., the temporal pattern of 
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deviations from that mean return will matter for DC balances because of the role of 

compounding.  In addition, because contributions to DC plans are defined frequently as a 

percentage of pay, the temporal pattern of real returns will interact with the shape of the 

age-earnings profile to generate differences in plan balances that would not be captured 

under the assumption of a time-invariant mean rate of return.  Naturally, the potential 

magnitude of this effect will differ with the research application. 

In addition, the Program does not allow for individual-specific rates of return.  

Across DC plans, there is wide variation in the types of financial instruments in which 

participants can invest their contributions.  As the comparison between stock and bond 

returns in columns 2 and 3, respectively, of Table 1 illustrates, different assets have 

experienced different intertemporal patterns of returns.  This means that the actual returns 

a participant experienced will have depended on the plan’s investment options.2  The 

Program’s assumption of a rate of return common to all participants may dampen some 

of the actual variation in pension balances and entitlements in research applications that 

focus on individual-level variation.   

c. Inflation Rates  

The Program assumes a time-invariant inflation rate.  For example, Scenario 1 in 

the Level 1 Database represents the baseline calculation in which the inflation rate is 

assumed to be 4 percent, which was the SSA intermediate forecast.    However, inflation 

rates varied substantially over time from 1972-1991, as shown in column 1 of Table 1.   

                                                 
2 These options are coded in the Pension Plan Data file but only for plans that allow for participant-
directed investment of plan balances.  The Pension Estimation Program does not use this information to 
help define rates of return; the Calculator does not either, although it does allow the user to output dummy 
variables indicating these investment options to the output data set.  See Section 6 for details.     
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d. Voluntary Contribution Rates  

When calculating the present value of entitlements for DC plans, the Pension 

Estimation Program allows the contribution rate out of wages and salary dedicated to 

voluntary saving to vary across individuals, but restricts it to be time-invariant for any 

individual.  The researcher specifies the time-invariant voluntary contribution rate (as a 

percent of pay) as a field in the Participant Data file.   

The default version of the Participant Data file specifies the voluntary rate as 

follows.  First, as background, recall that the matched SPDs contain plan type, eligibility 

rules, employer contribution rates, and other plan characteristics.   Employers were not 

asked about actual DC balances for HRS respondents for obvious survey confidentiality 

reasons.  This means that there is very little information in the matched SPDs that would 

allow for the accurate calculation of individual balances in voluntary contributory plans, 

like 401(k)s.  Individual-level information in the HRS on employee contributions to 

pensions is gathered in Section F of wave 1 of the respondent survey, where the 

respondent was asked how much it currently (as of the interview date in 1992) 

contributes to the “plan,” where the “plan” here means the self-reported plan and, 

potentially, has little relationship to the SPD if, for example, there is substantial 

respondent misreporting of plan type.   For the default Participant Data file, the 

assumption is that the voluntary contribution rate for each year of service is the rate self-

reported for 1992.  This means that each individual is assumed to have contributed 

always at that rate from the date of hire.   

To the extent households place less emphasis on saving in liquid assets for 

precautionary motives and saving for their children’s college education, and more on 
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retirement saving in illiquid assets, such as 401(k)s, as they age closer to retirement, the 

assumption of time-invariant 401(k) contributions seems implausible a priori.  Indeed, in 

our study of the time pattern of 401(k) saving by HRS respondents, Cunningham and 

Engelhardt (2002), which was based on contributions taken off of matched W-2 records, 

we found substantial intertemporal variation in contribution behavior, with many years of 

zero contributions and, among years with positive contributions, contribution rates rising 

over time. 

There is an additional assumption regarding the treatment of missing values in the 

default version of the Participant Data file.  Specifically, if the self-reported contribution 

rate in 1992 was missing (because of a “Don’t Know” or “Refusal”), the individual, for 

the purposes of the default Participant file, was imputed to have contributed each year at 

a 5 percent rate, the sample mean voluntary contribution rate for those with non-missing 

values. In principle, this is a reasonable procedure on average if individuals who had 

non-missing self-reported 401(k) contribution rates were otherwise identical to those with 

missing values.  But if the frequency of missing values varied systematically, then this 

assumption may introduce biases into the Program’s calculation of 401(k) pension 

wealth. 

e. IRS Limits on Pre-Tax Voluntary Contributions 

The PASCAL version of the Program does not impose federal IRS limits on 

contributions to 401(k)-type pension arrangements.  For example, in 1991, the limit on 

annual contributions to 401(k) plans was $9,500.  The Program does not impose this 

limit, so that it allows HRS individuals to contribute above the legal limit.3   

f. Employer Contributions 
                                                 
3 This has been addressed in the Microsoft Visual Studio.NET version of the Program.    
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The Program assumes that employer contributions to ESOPs and plans that base 

employer contributions on measures of firm performance are time-invariant and common 

across plans.  This ignores variability in firm performance across time and industries. 

Overall, the shortcomings outlined suggest that the Pension Estimation Program 

does a poor job in estimating DC and, in particular, 401(k) wealth.  In practice, the firm-

reported 401(k) pension wealth in the Pension Present Value Database (Level 1) is 

significantly higher than the self-reported 401(k) pension wealth (Johnson, 

Sambamoorthi, and Crystal, 2000; Gustman and Steinmeier, 1999b; Rohwedder, 2003a 

and 2003b; and Engelhardt, 2001).  Specifically, Engelhardt (2001) calculated for the 

sub-sample of wave 1 HRS households that both were eligible for a 401(k) plan in the 

self-reported and firm-reported pension data that the ratio of the sample mean firm- to 

self-reported 401(k) wealth was 2.6:1.  In addition, 80 percent of these households had 

firm-reported 401(k) wealth that exceeded self-reported 401(k) wealth.  This suggests 

there is substantial measurement error in the Pension Present Value Database (Level 1).  

The shortcomings probably account for much of the overstatement just described.    

4. Overview of the DC/401k Calculator 

As an alternative to the Pension Estimation Program, Chris Cunningham, Anil 

Kumar, and I have written a pension calculator for the 1992 HRS designed explicitly with 

DC and 401(k) plans in mind.  In what follows, I refer to this program as the DC/401(k) 

Calculator.   Our work using the prototype calculator includes Cunningham and 

Engelhardt (2002) and Engelhardt and Kumar (2004).     

The Calculator employs researcher-defined wage and voluntary contribution 

histories, rates of return, inflation rates, along with pension plan and individual 
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characteristics to calculate a large number of important output measures commonly used 

in retirement and saving research.  The Calculator is designed so that it not only can 

replicate the Pension Estimation Program, but also incorporates seven important 

innovations: (1) invokes plan adoption and amendment dates, (2) allows time-varying, 

individual-specific rates of return, (3) allows time-varying inflation rates, (4) allows time-

varying, individual-specific voluntary contribution rates, (5) allows easy, direct use of 

administrative earnings data, (6) written in SAS, a widely understood, leading statistical 

package, which allows for easy understanding of the code and analysis of the output, and 

(7) a large number of important output measures, almost all of which cannot not be 

output from the Pension Estimation Program.   

The Pension Estimation Program described above does a very good job in 

calculating the value of entitlements to DB plans, but a very poor job for DC plans.  So as 

not to re-invent the wheel, the DC/401(k) Calculator only runs on DC plans.  In this 

regard, the calculator should be thought of as complementary to the Pension Estimation 

Program.   For some projects, researchers will want to use just the DC/401(k) Calculator, 

and for others, they will want to use both.  Indeed, the DC/401(k) Calculator has been 

written so that it uses the same data input files the Pension Estimation Program uses, so 

that researchers can use the same input files for the Calculator runs as in their Program 

runs.    For researchers wishing to analyze just DC or 401(k) plans, prior use of the 

Program, while helpful, is not required.   

Individual-specific information is taken from the Participant Data file.  This 

includes case identification number, pension plan identification number, employment 

start date, employment end date, respondent birth date, gender, annual hours, annual 
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wage and salary level, among others.  Importantly, the Participant Data file links people 

to plans.  Because the 1992 self-reported voluntary contribution rate appears in the 

Participant Data file, it is input into the calculator and can be used to calculate voluntary 

contributions if the researcher chooses.  Plan-specific information is taken from the 

Pension Plan Data file.   

Conceptually, the calculator is structured as shown in Figure 3.  The parameter 

and program settings, which include all of those that appear in the Parameter file (see 

Figure 2) in the Pension Estimation Program, appear in the first block of code at the top 

of the DC/401(k) Calculator.  There is a commented, detailed narrative description for 

each setting.  The user only need modify these settings; the rest of the code does not need 

to be altered.   

There are five important Calculator program settings.  First, the user must choose 

whether or not to invoke the restrictions on eligibility based on the dates of plan adoption 

and last amendment coded in the SPDF data.  The ability to run the Calculator without 

imposing these restrictions allows the user to replicate runs for DC plans done with the 

Pension Estimation Program.  As illustrated below, invoking these dates to limit the 

years of eligibility for plan provisions has an important effect on the calculation of 

pension entitlements.  Second, the user must choose how to specify the real rate of return: 

a) time-invariant and common for all individuals (as in the Pension Estimation Program), 

b) time-varying and common for all individuals, or c) time-varying and individual-

specific.    Third, the user must choose how to specify the inflation rate: a) time-invariant 

(as in the Pension Estimation Program), or b) time-varying.  Fourth, the user must 

choose how to specify the voluntary contribution rates (as a percent of pay): a) 
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individual-specific but time-invariant (as in the Pension Estimation Program), or b) 

individual-specific and time-varying.   

 

5. Using the HRS W-2 Data to Measure Voluntary Contributions 

A unique feature of the HRS that the Calculator is able to exploit is that 

respondents were asked permission to link their survey responses to administrative 

earnings histories and benefits records from the Social Security Administration (Mitchell, 

Olson, and Steinmeier, 1996). As part of this effort to gather administrative data on 

earnings, information on W-2 earnings for all jobs held is available from 1980-91 and is 

distributed as the HRS Wages and Self-Employment Income in Covered and Non-Covered 

Jobs dataset.  Importantly, pre-tax deferrals to 401(k)s are excluded from federal income 

taxation, but are subject to the Social Security payroll tax.  The Calculator can be 

parameterized to use these pre-tax deferrals as an input for all participants with matched 

IRS Form W-2 earnings records.  This section gives important background on this and 

discusses some important assumptions the Calculator makes with respect to voluntary 

contributions.  Much of the discussion draws heavily from Cunningham and Engelhardt 

(2002). 

To better understand how contribution rates can be made from the HRS W-2 data, 

first note that there is a box on the actual W-2 form that contains the exact amount of pre-

tax deferrals.  For example, Box 13 on the 2001 W-2 indicates the exact amount of the 

contribution and an alphabetic code as to the type of plan, e.g., 401(k), 403(b), 457, etc.  

In addition, whether the individual is in a pension-covered job is indicated in a checked 

box on the form.  With this information, it would be possible to measure contributions 
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(and pension coverage).  Unfortunately, this information does not appear in the HRS W-2 

database because it was not covered in the information-release consent form signed by 

the HRS respondent.   

Instead, conceptually, the contribution rates are calculated as follows.   If  y is 

annual earnings and c is the pre-tax deferral, then cyw −=  is the amount of annual 

earnings net of the deferral, i.e., non-tax-deferred earnings.  Hence, w is the amount 

reported in the Wages, Tips, and Other Compensation box on the W-2 and is recorded in 

the matched W-2 earnings records for HRS individuals.  However, since 1984, 401(k) 

contributions are included in the Social Security (FICA) payroll tax base.  Hence, y is the 

amount reported in the Social Security Wages box on the W-2 and is also recorded in the 

matched W-2 earnings records for HRS individuals.  Importantly, the difference between 

W-2 Wages, Tips, and Other Compensation and Social Security Wages measures the 

deferral, i.e., ccyywy =−−=− )( . This is how the Calculator can measure the 

voluntary contribution: if there is no difference between W-2 Wages and Social Security 

Wages, then there was no deferral, but if W-2 Wages are less than Social Security Wages, 

then the difference is the contribution.  The dollar amount of the contribution is then 

expressed as a percentage of annual pay (measured as W-2 earnings), and this 

contribution rate is input into the Calculator.   

It should be emphasized that even though there are 18 possible alphabetic codes, 

for example, in Box 13 on the 2001 W-2, only those for pre-tax deferrals generate a 

wedge between the FICA and federal wages.  Many of the codes in Box 13 are for 

reasons unrelated to saving behavior, for example, moving expenses.  Therefore, this 

method provides a unique way to identify pre-tax deferrals.  In addition, amounts placed 
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in flexible benefit plans through employee salary reduction, such as premium conversion 

plans, cafeteria plans, and flexible spending accounts (including medical- and dependent-

care reimbursement accounts) do not affect this calculation; they are exempt from both 

Social Security and Federal income tax.  If a is the annual amount an individual places in 

a medical reimbursement account, then the amount reported in the Wages, Tips, and 

Other Compensation box on the W-2 will be total earnings less 401(k) contributions less 

the medical reimbursement amount, i.e., acy −− , but the amount reported in the Social 

Security Wages box on the W-2 will be total earnings less the medical reimbursement 

amount, i.e., .  The difference between the two,ay − cacyay =−−−− )()( , still 

measures the pre-tax deferral.4    

Although this option has the obvious advantage of basing the voluntary 

contribution rates on administrative data, there are a number of additional, important 

caveats.  First, although enacted in 1978, 401(k)s de facto became available in 1982, after 

the IRS issued clarifying regulations on their use in 1981.  Initially, pre-tax voluntary 

contributions to 401(k)s were excluded from payroll taxation, but their rate of growth 

during 1981-83 was high enough that Congress, through the Social Security Reform Act 

of 1983, brought contributions into the payroll tax base in 1984.  This means that even 

though the W-2 earnings data cover 1980-1991, pre-tax deferrals can be calculated with 

the above method only for 1984-1991.  Therefore, lifetime voluntary contributions may 

be understated with the W-2 data, although Cunningham and Engelhardt (2002) argued 

                                                 
4 However, it also should be emphasized that the W-2 does not distinguish between whether the pre-tax 
deferral was elective or mandatory, but the SPDs and, thus, the Calculator do, in terms of calculating 
entitlements.   Therefore, what appears on the W-2 as a pre-tax deferral may be mandatory in nature, but 
the Calculator assumes that the W-2 deferral is entirely voluntary.   
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this would be small because relatively few workers in 1981-1983 contributed to a 401(k) 

plan.   

Second, this option will produce accurate measures of deferrals only for 

individuals with annual earnings below the Social Security taxable-maximum-earnings 

level.  This method relies on the fact that Social Security Wages reported in the matched 

W-2 records represent all wage compensation.  Obviously, this will not be the case for 

high-income earners who exceeded the Social Security taxable maximum.  An average of 

5 percent of workers had annual earnings that exceeded the Social Security cap in 1984-

1991, so that pre-tax deferrals cannot be calculated directly for a relatively small fraction 

of participants.   Prior to 1991, the maximum taxable earnings levels were the same for 

the Social Security and Medicare payroll taxes.  However, in 1991, these maxima 

diverged: the Social Security taxable maximum was $53,400 and the Medicare taxable 

maximum was $125,000 (both in nominal dollars). The Calculator actually uses the 

Medicare wage data for 1991, and for that year, captures almost all of the pre-tax 

deferrals, because there are very few participants with earnings above $125,000 in 1991. 

Third, non-qualified plans, such as executive-compensation and top-hat plans, 

allow employees to defer compensation that would appear on the W-2 like an pre-tax 

deferral to a qualified pension plan using this method.  The HRS did not ask about these 

type of plans in the survey and the W-2 database does not include amounts from the 

“Non-Qualified” plan box on the W-2 as a field, so there is no way to independently 

confirm in these data how important these plans are in affecting our measure of 401(k) 

contributions.5  However, this method only applies to participants with earnings below 

                                                 
5 We did have Paul Smith and David Richardson run these tabulations in the W-2 database maintained at 
the Office of Tax Analysis at the U.S. Treasury, and that analysis suggested this was not at all a concern: 
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the FICA cap from 1984-1990 and the Medicare cap in 1991, and because executives 

likely earn well above these caps, it seems unlikely a priori this is much of a concern.  

Also, pre-tax deferrals to employee stock purchase plans (ESPP) are made on an after-tax 

basis and do not distort the calculation of pre-tax deferrals (Engelhardt and Madrian, 

2004).   

Fourth, the rules on deferral of contributions to section 457 plans differ from 

those for 401(k) and 403(b) plans because 457 plans technically are not qualified.  

Specifically, pre-tax deferrals in 457 plans do not appear on the W-2 until there is no 

longer substantial risk of forfeiture.  In the calendar year in which vesting occurs, all past 

deferrals appear on the W-2 as a wedge between the FICA and federal wages. Therefore, 

a pre-tax deferral cannot be measured for participants in 457 plans.  Unfortunately, the 

HRS did not code from the SPDs whether the plan contained a 457 feature.  This means 

that researchers should treat Calculator output on voluntary contributions and balances 

for public-sector workers cautiously when using this voluntary-contribution-rate option. 

Fifth, this method only identifies pre-tax deferrals.  Employee after-tax 

contributions to qualified pension plans are not indicated on the W-2 and do not appear as 

a wedge between the two wage measures on the form.  However, studies of personnel 

records at selected firms have indicated very few employees who are offered both pre- 

and post-tax saving options contribute to the post-tax option.  About one-third of the HRS 

plans that allow pre-tax voluntary contributions also allow after-tax contributions.   

                                                                                                                                                 
almost all of the wedge between the wage measures was due to pre-tax deferrals qualified pension plans, 
not non-qualified plans.  The only part of the wedge not due to pre-tax deferrals in the Treasury data was 
due to pre-tax qualified adoption benefits.  About six percent of HRS households indicated they had ever 
adopted children, so this type of benefit will not be an important distortion to the calculation of the pre-tax 
deferrals using the HRS W-2 data.   
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Finally, it is important to note that the W-2 data only provide information on 

participants who chose to contribute and do not give any information on plan eligibility; 

that is, it cannot be determined whether a zero pre-tax deferral in the W-2 data is because 

the individual was eligible but chose not to contribute or was merely not eligible. 

  

6. Baseline Results 

The analysis of DC pension wealth is in two parts.  This section discusses the set 

of baseline results, which examine the relationship between the DC pension wealth 

implied by the Pension Estimation Program and the Calculator.  Then section 7 

discusses the implications of various modeling assumptions for contributions to and 

eligibility for pre-tax voluntary saving through 401(k)-type arrangements on the 

measurement of DC pension wealth in the HRS. 

i. Replicating the Pension Estimation Program 

To insure that the Calculator was programmed correctly, the code was tested to 

make sure it replicated the Program’s output for a large number of parameterizations.  

Because most reduced-form models of retirement and saving behavior use the expected 

present value of pension entitlements as the measure of pension wealth, the ideal manner 

on which to base the comparison between the two programs would be on a present-value 

basis.  However, the current version of the Calculator will replicate the Program for the 

present value measure for all present value dates that exceed the quit date, but will not do 

so for present value dates that precede the quit date.  The reason for this is that the 

Calculator does not model the payout of the DC balance at retirement; it assumes the 

balance is taken as a lump sum.  When the present value date exceeds the quit date, this 
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lump sum is compounded at the real rate of return (and is adjusted for survival) to 

achieve the present value.6   In contrast, to calculate the present value of the entitlement, 

the Program assumes the DC balance at retirement is used to purchase an annuity and 

then takes the expected present value of the annuity stream.  For present value dates after 

the quit date, the present value of the remaining stream of annuity payments is less than 

the compounded lump-sum balance determined by the Calculator.  The primary reason 

the Program annuitizes the DC balance is that this allows for comparisons with DB 

plans.  We plan to add this annuitization feature in the next version of the Calculator. 

Therefore, the basis for replication was a comparison of the Calculator’s output 

for the total plan balance at the quit date to that from the PASCAL version of the 

Program when run in Mode 3.  Each plan was examined extensively on a case-by-case 

basis.  We worked closely with the HRS staff to determine the nature of any output 

differences that we were not able to pinpoint in the two programs.   

Overall, for the purposes of replication, each plan can be characterized as 

belonging to one of three categories.  First, there are the great majority of plans for which 

the Calculator and the Program produce identical output.  Second, there are a small 

group of plans for which the Calculator and Program failed to produce the same output 

because there were identifiable programming anomalies in the Program.7  The 

Calculator contains two sets of code for these plans: the first is the correct code and the 

second overrides the correct code and hard-codes the plans to match the Program’s 

coding.  When parameterizing the Calculator, the user must choose which code to 

                                                 
6 The adjustment for survival is important in the context of DC plans because some of the workers will not 
live to the year in which they report they will retire in the first wave of the survey. 
7 These anomalies were brought to the attention of and confirmed by the HRS, which plans to address these 
in the new, Microsoft Visual Studio.NET version of the Program.   
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invoke.  Finally, there is a very small set of plans, which covers about five percent of DC 

plan participants in these data, for which the Calculator and Program failed to produce 

the same output because there were unidentifiable programming anomalies in the 

Program.  Specifically, we and the HRS staff compared output from the Calculator and 

Program and concluded that the Program’s output appeared to be incorrect for these 

plans, but neither we nor the HRS staff could determine the root cause of the differences.   

Without knowledge of the underlying problem, there is no way to specify alternative 

calculations for these plans to override the Calculator’s code.  Therefore, when 

comparing the output from the Program and Calculator, there may be a small number of 

participants and plans for which there is potentially large disagreement between the two 

programs.     

To give a sense of how the two compare, Table 2 gives the DC plan balance at the 

quit date for 2,352 DC participants from the original Participant Data files from the 

PASCAL version of the Program and the Calculator when it is parameterized to replicate 

the Program.8  These results were calculated under the assumption of a time-invariant 

real rate of return of 2.3 percent, inflation rate of 4 percent, earnings histories based on 

the self-reported annual earnings in the initial HRS interview and the wage equation 

parameters (which appear in the default Participant file), time-invariant voluntary 

contribution rate equal to the rate self-reported in the initial interview (and which appears 

in the default Participant file), and that the participant was eligible for the employer and 

employee contributions to the plan since the date of hire.  The assumed interest and 

inflation rates were the 1992 SSA intermediate forecasts.  The other parameters 

                                                 
8 The sample size of 2,352 individuals is the set of individuals for which both the Program and Calculator 
produced output.  In the remaining tables, I use a slightly larger sample of 2,383 individuals based solely on 
the Calculator’s output.  
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(aggregate wage growth, etc.) described above were taken from the default Parameter 

file for the Program.  Therefore, this parameterization of the Program and Calculator is 

the default one used for the Program and is Scenario 1 in the Pension Values Database.   

The measure in the first row of the table is the absolute value of the percentage 

difference between the Calculator’s and Program’s plan balances, in which the 

Program’s plan balance appears as the denominator.  The mean difference is 5.7 percent, 

but this includes the impact of outliers.  In particular, the 75th percentile of the 

distribution of the absolute value of the percentage difference is zero, which indicates that 

at least 75 percent of the participants have exact matches.  At the 90th percentile the 

percentage difference between the two programs is just under 4 percent.  Therefore, the 

disagreement between the two programs is less than 4 percent for 90 percent of the 

participants.  What primarily drives the mean difference of 5.7 percent is a relatively 

small number of plans and participants for which the programs do not agree; these appear 

in the 95th and higher percentiles.  In particular, these are the plans and participants from 

the third category above, for which there were unidentifiable programming anomalies.   

It should be emphasized that even differences of, say, 15 percent, as at the 95th 

percentile, which may be seemingly large, are not that surprising given that even tiny 

differences in the coding of years of service for plans with minimum such requirements, 

the timing of vesting, etc., are compounded over time in DC plans and may easily explain 

differences of that magnitude.  In contrast, the large differences of, say 116 percent at the 

99th percentile are almost surely more systemic in nature, even though neither we nor the 

HRS staff could identify the cause, despite considerable effort.   
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 Table 3 shows the Calculator’s results for separate runs that illustrate the impact 

of the hard-coding of plans to match the Pension Estimation Program.  Specifically, the 

first row in panel A shows selected statistics on the plan balance at the quit date when the 

Calculator invokes the hard-coding to match the Program.  The second row shows the 

same statistics when the hard-coding is not invoked and the plans are coded in a manner 

consistent with all of the other plans in the data.  Overall, the hard-coding results in lower 

plan balances at the quit date.  The difference at the mean is 6.6 percent, or $10,689, but 

at the median is 5.4 percent, or $1,224, which suggests that the difference is much larger 

at higher percentiles in the distribution.  Indeed, there is a 9.5 percent difference in the 

balances at the 95th percentile.   

One difficulty with the analysis of plan balances at the retirement date is that 

individuals in the analysis sample are of different ages and have different retirement 

dates.  This means that the balances in panel A are not measured in the same calendar 

year’s dollars.  Panel B of the table addresses this and shows the same statistics, but for 

the expected present value of DC wealth in 1992, which takes into account the 

probability of survival to the retirement date.9  At the mean, DC pension wealth is 8.4 

percent higher if the hard-coding is not invoked relative to if it is. At the median, this 

difference is 6 percent, and it remains at this level even up to the 95th percentile. 

ii. The Impact of Time-Varying Rates of Return 

One important feature of the Calculator is that it allows for the specification of 

both future and past time-varying rates of return to be used in the calculations.  The 

Pension Estimation Program only allows for a time-invariant return, even though, as 

                                                 
9 To be clear, even though comparisons of the expected present value of DC pension wealth between the 
Program and the Calculator are not valid because of the treatment of lump-sum distributions at retirement, 
comparisons of the expected present value across different parameterizations of the Calculator are valid.  
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illustrated in Table 1, HRS participants have been exposed to ex post returns that have 

varied considerably.  Table 4 compares selected statistics on the distribution of plan 

balances in 1991 using the historical returns on a portfolio of 100 percent long-term 

bonds from Ibbotson (1997), and is the series in column 3 of Table 1, but extended back 

to the earliest start year in the sample (which is earlier than 1972 shown in Table 1).  The 

mean real return for this period was 1.8 percent.  Calendar year 1991 was chosen for this 

comparison because it was the last year prior to the initial HRS interview in 1992, which 

allows solely for the use of past returns in the calculations and, from a practical 

perspective for the purpose of this illustration, avoids the difficult issue of forecasting 

future (beyond 1991) returns.  In addition, 1991 is a useful year, because it gives the plan 

balance just prior to the initial interview, and the individual was asked to self-report the 

plan balance during the interview.  This allows for the potential comparison of self-

reported balances versus those implied by the Calculator.  

From the table, there is little difference in plan balances from using the time-

invariant or the time-varying returns.  However, there is an important caveat, in that for 

any given mean return the timing of the annual returns matters.  In this application, there 

is little difference in balances.  However, if, as a counterfactual, the order of the returns is 

reversed (i.e., assume the return in 1991 occurred in 1952, etc.) and the Calculator re-run, 

then the balances are lower with time-varying returns than with time-invariant returns.   

 

7. Modeling Pre-Tax Voluntary Contributions and Eligibility  

As will be illustrated below, the manner in which pre-tax voluntary contributions 

to DC plans, for example, through 401(k)-type arrangements, are modeled is critical for 
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measuring DC pension wealth in the HRS using the SPDs.   Panels A, B, and C in Table 5 

illustrate the range of DC pension balances and present values for a variety of 

parameterizations of the Calculator.  Panel A shows the quit-date balance, and the first 

row in panel A in the table shows the baseline results that appeared in Table 3.10  Again, 

these results were calculated under the assumptions of a time-invariant voluntary 

contribution rate equal to the rate self-reported in the initial interview (and which appears 

in the default Participant file) and that the participant was eligible for the employer and 

employee contributions to the plan since the date of hire.  The mean and median plan 

balances at the quit date are $162,634 and $22,877, respectively. 

The second row in Panel A of Table 5 shows the statistics on the quit-date balance 

for the following counterfactual: none of the participants voluntarily contributed in any of 

the years since the date of hire.  Therefore, the statistics show purely the balance 

associated with employer and mandatory employee contributions over the course of 

employment.  It is interesting to note the important role that voluntary saving plays in DC 

plan balances, even for HRS workers who were not exposed to 401(k)-type pension 

arrangements for that much of their careers.  In particular, the mean balance in the second 

row is $78,206, only 48 percent of that in the baseline in the first row, and the median 

balance is zero, which indicates that voluntary saving (and accrued earnings thereon) 

comprise about half of DC balances at retirement for this sample of HRS individuals and 

the typical such individual in the HRS only has a voluntary-saving provision in their plan.   

It is also important to note that the zero balances in the lower percentiles in the 

baseline in the first row of panel A in Table 5 occur because participants self-reported in 

the initial HRS interview that they made no voluntary contributions in 1992.  Under the 
                                                 
10 Specifically, in panel A, second row of Table 3.   
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baseline parameterization, the Calculator assumes that the rate in 1992 was time 

invariant, so that if this rate is zero, then that individual was always and forever will be a 

non-contributor, and, thus, a zero contribution rate always held throughout the duration of 

employment, so that the individual ends up with zero plan balance at retirement.  This is 

what the Program would assume and calculate as well.   

The third row in panel A shows what the quit-date balances would have been if all 

of the participants had contributed voluntarily five percent of pay every year of 

employment.  Now, at every percentile, participants have positive balances at the quit 

date.  Under this counterfactual, mean and median balances would be $189,229 and 

$96,818, respectively. 

i. The Impact of Invoking Years of Eligibility for Voluntary Contributions 

As discussed above, the Pension Estimation Program assumes that the respondent 

was eligible for the plan since the date of hire.  The potential impact of this assumption 

depends upon the application.  But for many research questions involving DC plans, the 

timing of when the plan was first available to the participant is likely to be of great 

importance for calculating pension measures.  The fourth row in panel A of Table 5 

illustrates the impact on plan balances at the quit date of restricting the number of years 

of eligibility for pre-tax voluntary contributions.    

To better understand the nature of these results, it is important to note that the 

Calculator requires three sets of information that determine which calendar years figure 

in the entitlement calculations for each participant: the hire date and quit date from the 

Participant file; the eligibility year for voluntary employee contributions; and the 

eligibility year for employer (non-matching) contributions.  The hire date and quit date 
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from the Participant file are used to determine the years of service at the firm.  Some DC 

plans base such factors as eligibility, vesting, contributions, etc., on years of service.  

These dates may vary across individuals and are specified by the user in the participant 

file. 

The eligibility year for employer (non-matching) contributions is the first year the 

plan is available at the firm, and, therefore, the earliest potential year the participant 

could have been eligible for the plan.  The best way to think about this is as the year of 

adoption of the plan, because the participant actually may become eligible after this date 

if the plan had minimum-years-of-service or other requirements when it was adopted.  

This eligibility year may differ from the hire date because many DC plans may have been 

adopted after the participant’s hire date for individuals in the original HRS cohort.  For 

the typical DC plan, “employer contributions” mean those made by the employer 

associated with profit-sharing, target benefit, ESOP, and money purchase plans.  Note 

that employer matching contributions, targeted either to employee voluntary or 

mandatory contributions, are not considered “employer” contributions for the purposes of 

setting this eligibility year. 

The eligibility year for voluntary employee contributions is the first year the 

voluntary-contribution portion of the plan is available at the firm, and, therefore, the 

earliest potential year the participant could have been eligible to have made voluntary 

contributions to the plan.  The best way to think about this is as the year of adoption of 

the voluntary portion of the plan, because the participant actually may have been eligible 

after this date if the voluntary portion of the plan had minimum-years-of-service or other 

requirements when it was adopted.  This eligibility year may differ from the hire date 
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because many DC plans that allow voluntary contributions, such as 401(k)s, were 

adopted after the participant’s hire date for individuals in the original HRS cohort.  

It should be emphasized that “voluntary contributions” include pre- and post-tax 

contributions in the context of both the Calculator and the Program.  The Calculator 

does not support separate specification of years of eligibility for pre- and post-tax 

contributions, respectively.  Therefore, the “year of first eligibility for voluntary 

contributions” really means “the year of first eligibility for pre-and post-tax voluntary 

contributions.”   

As described above, the Pension Estimation Program assumes the initial year of 

eligibility for the plan is the hire date from the participant file.  The Calculator allows 

this link to be broken, let the two concepts differ, and, furthermore, specify two sets of 

eligibility years: the year in which the plan first allowed voluntary contributions and the 

year in which the plan first provided employer contributions.  This distinction is made 

because many of the employer-contribution provisions of DC plans were in existence 

before the voluntary-contribution-portions of the plans were adopted.   

For the results shown in the fourth row of Panel A of Table 5, the eligibility year 

for employer contributions was assumed to be the date of hire, but the voluntary-

contribution eligibility year was constructed using information on the effective date of the 

plan and the effective date of last amendment to the plan from the pension plan dataset 

and the participant’s history of actual pre-tax deferrals from the matched W-2 records 

with the following algorithm.  First, from the pre-tax deferral history in the matched W-2 

records, the Calculator determines the first calendar year in which the individual made a 

positive pre-tax deferral during the employment spell defined by the hire and quit dates 
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given in the participant file.  Given the nature of the W-2 records, this can be no earlier 

than 1984.  The first year of eligibility is the minimum of the first year of positive pre-tax 

deferral during the employment spell defined by the hire and quit dates given in the 

participant file and the plan’s effective date.  The HRS coded the latter off of the SPD 

and it appears as a variable in the pension plan dataset.  Therefore, if the effective date of 

the plan is after the year of first positive pre-tax deferral during the employment spell 

defined by the hire and quit dates given in the participant file, the participant is given 

credit for the actual deferrals observed in the W-2 records.  In this instance, the W-2 data 

trumps the pension plan data.  Second, unfortunately, the plan’s effective date is missing 

for some plans and cannot be used as a basis for eligibility by itself.  If the plan’s 

effective date is missing, but the date of last amendment is available, then the first year of 

eligibility is set to the minimum of the amendment date and the year of first positive pre-

tax deferral during the employment spell defined by the hire and quit dates given in the 

participant file.  Third, unfortunately, the plan’s effective date of last amendment is 

missing for some plans and cannot be used as a basis for eligibility by itself.  In addition, 

all that is known is the date of the amendment, not the nature of the plan change.  

Therefore, if both the effective and amendment dates are missing, then the first year of 

eligibility is set to the year of first positive pre-tax deferral during the employment spell 

defined by the hire and quit dates given in the participant file.  Fourth, unfortunately, not 

all HRS respondents gave permission to match W-2 earnings records, so that the history 

of pre-tax deferrals cannot be made for all participants.  Therefore, if the history of pre-

tax deferrals, effective date of the plan, and date of last amendment are missing, then the 

first year of eligibility is set to 1982, de facto the first year that 401(k)s were available.  
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In no case is the eligibility year allowed to be earlier than the date of hire.  Finally, the 

eligibility year cannot be earlier than 1982, the de facto year 401(k) plans were available. 

It is very important to note that with its emphasis on 1982, this measure of the 

year of eligibility for voluntary contributions should be thought of a measure of the 

eligibility year for pre-tax voluntary contributions and that the implicit assumption is that 

any after-tax saving options listed in the plan did not exist for the participant prior to 

1982 or, if they did, the participant did not contribute.  This means that the results shown 

in the fourth row of Panel A of Table 5 should be read as illustrative of the general impact 

of eligibility restrictions on DC plan balances simply because there are many possible 

ways to construct the voluntary-contribution eligibility years.   

With all of this in mind, the results in Table 5 indicate that restricting the years of 

eligibility has an important impact on mean DC plan balances at the quit date.  In 

particular, the baseline mean is $162,634, but the mean based on restricted eligibility for 

voluntary contributions is $137,207, or 15.6 percent lower.  In fact, there is little 

difference at the median, and, not surprisingly, all of the impact comes in the upper 

portion of the distribution.   

ii. The Impact of Voluntary Contribution Rates from the HRS W-2 Data 

The last two rows of panel A in Table 5 show the impact of using the HRS W-2 

data to measure the voluntary contribution rates.  In particular, the fifth row shows the 

plan balance at the quit date using the W-2 contribution rate data but allowing eligibility 

for voluntary contributions to commence with the date of hire.  Just as with restrictions 

on years of eligibility, this has the effect of substantially reducing plan balances at the 

mean, from $162,634 in the baseline to $133,684, or 17.8 percent.  The median balance 
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actually rises from $22,877 in the baseline to $28,175, or 25.5 percent.  This occurs 

because there are participants who have typical balances, and who made actual 

contributions in 1984-1991 at rates that exceeded what they self-reported in the initial 

interview in 1992.  Because the baseline assumed a time-invariant contribution rate at the 

level self-reported in 1992, these individuals were attributed too little voluntary saving 

under the baseline, which, of course, is what the Program would calculate.  By using 

actual contribution rates taken from the W-2 data, the Calculator does a much better job 

of capturing the lifetime of voluntary contributions for these participants.     

The final row in panel A shows the combined impact of using the W-2 

contribution rates and the restrictions on years of eligibility for voluntary contributions on 

plan balances at the quit date.  The results are striking.  Mean plan balances are 25.4 

percent lower under this parameterization than the baseline.  Median plan balances are 

actually 12 percent higher, which means that the potential mismeasurement from using 

the assumptions of the Pension Estimation Program is not monotonic: the Program gives 

too little to the middle and too much to the top end of the distribution of plan balances.     

Panels B and C of Table 5 show similar statistics for the distributions of the 

expected present value of DC wealth in 1992 and the plan balance in 1991, respectively.  

The basic message is the same.  The present value of DC wealth in 1992 is about 20 

percent lower at the mean when based on W-2 contribution rates and eligibility 

restrictions than the baseline.  The plan balance in 1991 in panel C is about 27.5 percent 

lower at the mean when based on W-2 contribution rates and eligibility restrictions than 
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the baseline.11  Again, the Program understates DC wealth in the middle of the 

distribution but overstates it at the upper end of the distribution.   

 

8. Conclusion and Caveats 

The primary aim of this analysis was to use a newly developed DC/401(k) 

Calculator to construct new, more accurate estimates of DC plan balances and present 

values for HRS participants for whom the HRS was able to obtain an SPD.  Emphasis 

was placed on the economic assumptions implicit in the Pension Estimation Program’s 

calculations of DC pension wealth.  In particular, there were four primary findings from 

the empirical analysis in Tables 2-5 when those assumptions were weakened.  First, 

pension wealth from voluntary saving (and accrued earnings thereon) comprises half of 

DC pension wealth calculated from the sample of matched SPDs in the HRS.  Second, 

the DC/401(k) Calculator yields dramatically lower mean estimates of DC pension 

wealth for HRS participants than the Pension Estimation Program.  In particular, DC 

pension wealth is calculated to be as much as 20-25 percent less when using a less 

restrictive set of modeling assumptions and arguably better input data, and wealth in 

401(k)-type pension plans is implied to be as much as 40-50 percent less.  Third, most of 

the reduction in estimated DC wealth occurs in the upper portion of the pension-wealth 

distribution.  Fourth, the Pension Estimation Program actually understates DC wealth in 

the middle of the pension-wealth distribution.  These results suggest that previous 

analyses that have used HRS pension wealth created from the matched SPD data have 

overstated retirement wealth adequacy among HRS participants.   

                                                 
11 The sample for the plan balance in 1991 is 2,306 individuals, slightly smaller than in panels A and B, 
because there were a small number of participants in who started their jobs in 1992 and did not have 
coverage in 1991.   
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There are two important caveats.  First, and foremost, what this analysis signals is 

that researchers need to exercise substantially more care in thinking about the economic 

assumptions that underlie pension wealth measures based on matched employer-provided 

SPDs before making conclusions about retirement wealth adequacy and before using 

these data in empirical retirement and saving models.  Given the very restrictive nature of 

the assumptions about DC pension eligibility since the date of hire in the Pension 

Estimation Program, it is clear that, regardless of the assumptions made in modeling 

restrictions on years of eligibility for voluntary contributions, the Program qualitatively 

overstates DC pension wealth. The exact quantitative extent of this mismeasurement 

clearly depends on what the researcher assumes about eligibility.  For example, the 

sensitivity analysis above relied on the date of last plan amendment to peg voluntary-

contribution eligibility when the plan effective date was missing, but that clearly biases 

toward finding too little DC wealth from voluntary contributions.  Similarly, 1982 might 

not have been the de facto year of introduction of 401(k)s.  In runs not shown, I examined 

the balances if the assumption about 1982 were moved back to 1978, when section 

401(k) was enacted, and the results continue to show substantial overstatement of DC 

wealth, but by less than the 25 percent highlighted above.  Similarly, the analysis above 

assumed no restrictions on eligibility years for employer (non-matching) contributions.  

This biases toward finding too much DC wealth because, as shown in Figure 1, non-

401(k) DC plans were penetrating the work place in 1970s and 1980s.  Both of these 

examples point to the more general issue that SPD data, though incredibly valuable to 

researchers, simply do not provide enough information about the entire history of pension 

provisions at the employer that is needed to accurately estimate pension entitlements to 
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DC plans, so that assumptions about how and when the provisions observed at the time of 

the provider survey came into being become critical to the calculation of pension 

entitlements in these data.   

Second, as noted in the introduction, comparisons of self- with firm-reported 

pension wealth and plan characteristics by Mitchell (1988), Starr-McCluer and Sunden 

(1999), Johnson, Sambamoorthi, and Crystal (2000), Gustman and Steinmeier (1999b), 

Rohwedder (2003a, 2003b), and Engelhardt (2001) have indicated there is substantial 

measurement error in self-reported data in the HRS and SCF.  However, the firm-

reported data in these studies came from the Pension Estimation Program, and were 

themselves likely mismeasured for all of the reasons noted in this paper.   Indeed, it may 

be the case in the end that the self-reported data are less likely to be mismeasured than 

previously thought and, therefore, more valuable in retirement and saving research.  At a 

minimum, what constitutes “measurement error” in self-reported data probably needs to 

be reconsidered.  In this regard, administrative data from third sources, such as the W-2 

data discussed above, could be very informative.   
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Table 1. Annual Real Returns and Inflation, 1972-1991, in Percent 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
  Annual Real Return 

on a Portfolio of 
 
 
 
Year 

 
 
 

Inflation 

 
 

100% 
Stocks 

 
 

100% 
 Bonds 

50% 
Stocks, 

50% 
Bonds 

1972 3.2 14.0 3.6 8.8 
1973 6.0 -24.3 -7.3 -15.8 
1974 10.5 -42.3 -14.7 -28.5 
1975 8.7 24.9 6.9 15.9 
1976 5.6 16.7 12.4 14.5 
1977 6.3 -14.0 -4.8 -9.4 
1978 7.3 -2.3 -8.7 -5.5 
1979 10.8 4.4 -16.8 -6.2 
1980 12.7 16.4 -14.4 1.0 
1981 9.8 -13.6 -9.8 -11.7 
1982 6.0 15.6 31.6 23.6 
1983 3.2 16.6 2.4 9.5 
1984 4.2 2.2 11.7 6.9 
1985 3.5 24.2 22.6 23.4 
1986 1.8 15.8 17.0 16.4 
1987 3.6 0.8 -4.6 -1.9 
1988 4.1 11.2 5.8 8.5 
1989 4.7 22.8 10.5 16.7 
1990 5.3 -9.2 0.7 -4.2 
1991 4.1 23.6 15.1 19.4 
     
1972-91 Mean 6.1 5.2 2.6 4.1 
1984-91 Mean 3.9 11.4 9.8 10.6 
Note:  This table shows the real asset returns for three 
representative portfolios and inflation for the twenty years 
prior to the 1992 HRS.  Real returns calculated by Ibbotson 
(1997).  Bonds are defined as Aaa corporate bonds.  Stock 
returns are based on the S&P 500.  Inflation was calculated 
from the CPI-U by the author.  

 



Table 2.  Selected Statistics Comparing the Calculator’s and Program’s DC Plan Balances at Quit Date 
for HRS Participants when the Calculator is Parameterized to Replicate the Program 

 
Measure 

Number 
Participants 

Mean Standard 
Deviation 

10th 
Percentile 

25th 
Percentile 

 
Median 

75th 
Percentile 

90th 
Percentile 

95th 
Percentile 

99th

Percentile 
Absolute Value of the 
Percentage Difference 
Between Calculator’s 
and Program’s Plan 
Balance at Quit Date 

2,352 5.70 59.81 0 0 0 0 3.96 15.80 116.90 

           
Calculator’s Plan 

Balance at Quit Date 
2,352 153,727 334,676 0 0 22,588 162,378 444,608 718,482 1,489,935 

           
Program’s Plan 

Balance at Quit Date 
2,352 159,702 376,325 0 0 21,715 163,629 450,956 735,960 1,655,347 
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Table 3.  Selected Statistics Comparing the Impact on the Calculator’s DC Plan Balance at the Quit Date and the Expected Present Value 
 of DC Wealth in 1992 from Hard-Coding of Plans to Replicate the Pension Estimation Program for HRS Participants 

 
Parameterization 

Number 
Participants 

Mean Standard 
Deviation 

10th 
Percentile 

25th 
Percentile 

 
Median 

75th 
Percentile 

90th 
Percentile 

95th 
Percentile 

99th

Percentile 
A. DC Plan Balance at Quit Date        

           
Invoke Hard-Coding to 
Replicate the Program  

2,383 151,945 332,886 0 0 21,652 159,423 441,119 703,976 1,489,935 

           
Do Not Invoke  
Hard-Coding  

2,383 162,634 382,316 0 0 22,876 167,039 467,319 740,853 1,569,094 

           
B. Expected Present Value of DC Wealth in 1992        

           
Invoke Hard-Coding to 
Replicate the Program 

2,383 47,666 98,023 0 0 11,829 56,013 135,690 200,964 427,682 

           
Do Not Invoke Hard-
Coding  

2,383 51,665 115,619 0 0 12,539 59,532 141,637 212,886 499,893 

Note: The Calculator was parameterized as follows for this comparison: the default participant file was used; years of pension eligibility for both voluntary 
and employer contributions were measured since the date of hire; the voluntary contribution rate was taken from the default participant file; the real rate of 
return was set equal to 2.3 percent; the inflation rate was set to 4 percent; annual earnings were calculated using the self-reported earnings in the participant 
file and the earnings equation from the Pension Estimation Program. 
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Table 4.  Selected Statistics Comparing the Impact on the Calculator’s DC Plan Balance in 1991 from Time-Varying Rates of Return for HRS Participants 
 

Parameterization 
Number 

Participants 
Mean Standard 

Deviation 
10th 

Percentile 
25th 

Percentile 
 

Median 
75th 

Percentile 
90th 

Percentile 
95th 

Percentile 
99th

Percentile 
           

Time Invariant Rate of 
Return 

2,306 34,221 91,824 0 0 3,860 33,044 95,722 162,893 367,648 

           
Time-Varying Rate of  
Return 

2,306 36,503 99,578 0 0 3,924 35,206 102,220 175,421 386,363 

           
Note: The Calculator was parameterized as follows for this comparison: the default participant file was used; years of pension eligibility for both voluntary 
and employer contributions were measured since the date of hire; the voluntary contribution rate was taken from the default participant file; in the first row, 
the real rate of return was set equal to 1.8 percent; the inflation rate was set to 4 percent; annual earnings were calculated using the self-reported earnings in 
the participant file and the earnings equation from the Pension Estimation Program.  
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Table 5.  Selected Statistics Comparing the Impact on the Calculator’s DC Plan Balance at the Quit Date and the Expected Present Value 
 of DC Wealth in 1992 from Voluntary Contributions for HRS Participants 

 
Parameterization 

Number 
Participants 

Mean Standard 
Deviation 

10th 
Percentile 

25th 
Percentile 

 
Median 

75th 
Percentile 

90th 
Percentile 

95th 
Percentile 

99th

Percentile 
A. DC Plan Balance at Quit Date        

           
Contribution Rate 
from Participant File   

2,383 162,634 382,316 0 0 22,877 167,039 467,319 740,854 1,569,094 

           
Zero Contribution Rate  2,383 78,206 247,885 0 0 0 70,654 229,143 380,396 824,787 

           
Five-Percent 
Contribution Rate 

2,383 189,229 335,601 7,369 32,220 96,818 233,968 454,913 649,964 1,274,464 

           
Contribution Rate 
from Participant File; 
Restricted Eligibility  

2,383 137,207 333,592 0 0 22,299 145,819 391,804 601,440 1,293,626 

           
W-2 Contribution 
Rate; Eligibility Since 
the Date of Hire 

2,383 133,684 309,260 0 0 28,715 146,947 367,984 579,770 1,293,354 

           
W-2 Contribution 
Rate; Restricted 
Eligibility  

2,383 121,315 287,279 0 0 25,657 138,500 339,155 523,830 1,191,241 
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Table 5.  (Continued) 
 

Parameterization 
Number 

Participants 
Mean Standard 

Deviation 
10th 

Percentile 
25th 

Percentile 
 

Median 
75th 

Percentile 
90th 

Percentile 
95th 

Percentile 
99th

Percentile 
B. Expected Present Value of DC Wealth in 1992        

           
Contribution Rate 
from Participant File   

2,383 51,665 115,619 0 0 12,540 59,533 141,637 212,866 499,893 

           
Zero Contribution Rate  2,383 28,126 85,612 0 0 0 28,919 78,099 119,047 256,992 
           
Five-Percent 
Contribution Rate 

2,383 69,822 112,899 8,670 18,667 43,871 84,847 150,236 206,975 398,196 

           
Contribution Rate 
from Participant File; 
Restricted Eligibility 

2,383 43,971 103,427 0 0 12,002 51,976 114,188 173,644 373,892 

           
W-2 Contribution 
Rate; Eligibility Since 
the Date of Hire 

2,383 47,789 115,795 0 0 15,213 55,471 118,398 199,098 413,383 

           
W-2 Contribution 
Rate; Restricted 
Eligibility  

2,383 41,460 94,545 0 0 14,173 51,282 104,864 152,248 357,950 
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Table 5.  (Continued) 
 

Parameterization 
Number 

Participants 
Mean Standard 

Deviation 
10th 

Percentile 
25th 

Percentile 
 

Median 
75th 

Percentile 
90th 

Percentile 
95th 

Percentile 
99th

Percentile 
C. DC Plan Balance  in 1991        

           
Contribution Rate 
from Participant File   

2,306 36,503 99,578 0 0 3,924 35,206 102,220 175,422 386,363 

           
Zero Contribution Rate  2,306 20,646 72,661 0 0 0 15,523 58,852 94,082 213,079 
           
Five-Percent 
Contribution Rate 

2,306 52,560 101,207 1,969 8,133 25,382 65,305 127,287 172,286 353,730 

           
Contribution Rate 
from Participant File; 
Restricted Eligibility 

2,306 43,971 103,427 0 0 12,002 51,976 114,188 173,644 373,892 

           
W-2 Contribution 
Rate; Eligibility Since 
the Date of Hire 

2,306 33,371 101,419 0 0 5,590 30,321 86,417 161,212 356,404 

           
W-2 Contribution 
Rate; Restricted 
Eligibility  

2,306 26,469 77,771 0 0 9,861 26,085 67,597 110,079 241,341 

Note: The Calculator was parameterized as follows for this comparison: the default participant file was used; years of pension eligibility for both voluntary 
and employer contributions were measured since the date of hire in the first, second, third, and fifth rows, and as described in the text in the fourth and last 
rows; the voluntary contribution rate was taken from the default participant file for the first and fourth rows, and as described in the text for the second, third, 
fifth and last rows; the real rate of return was set equal to 2.3 percent; the inflation rate was set to 4 percent; annual earnings were calculated using the self-
reported earnings in the participant file and the earnings equation from the Pension Estimation Program.  

 



 
 
 

Figure 1. Pension Plan Participation by Plan Type, 1977-1997
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Source:
U.S. Department of Labor, Pension and Welfare Benefits Administration, Private 
Pension Plan Bulletin: Abstract of 1997 Form 5500 Annual Reports  (Washington, 
DC: U.S. Department of Labor) 2001.  Tables E4 and E23.



 
Figure 2. Input Files for the Pension Estimation Program 
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Figure 3.  Input Files for the DC/401(k) Calculator 
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